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DISCLAIMER

This confidential presentation (this “Presentation”) has been prepared by Island Sky Investments, LLC (collectively with its affiliates, “Island Sky”) 
exclusively for informational and discussion purposes only in connection with prospective investors’ review of a potential investment opportunity 
in Island Sky Luxury Fund I, LP (the “Fund”), and may not be relied on in any manner as legal, tax, regulatory, or investment advice and shall not 
constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy securities. A private offering of interests in the Fund will only be made pursuant to 
the Fund’s agreement of limited partnership and subscription documents, which will be furnished to qualified investors on a confidential basis 
at their request for their consideration in connection with such offering. The information contained herein is qualified in its entirety by reference 
to the agreement of limited partnership of the Fund, as may be amended and/or modified from time to time, and the subscription documents 
related thereto. This Presentation is not intended to be relied upon as the basis for an investment decision, and is not, and should not be  
assumed to be, complete. Prospective investors must make and rely on their own investigations and evaluations of the information contained 
herein. The information contained herein does not take into account the particular investment objectives or financial circumstances of any 
specific person or entity who may receive it. Each prospective investor should consult its own advisers as to legal, business, tax, accounting, 
and other related matters concerning an investment in the Fund. Each recipient agrees that it will (i) not copy, reproduce, or distribute this  
Presentation, in whole or in part, to any person or entity without the prior written consent of Island Sky; (ii) keep permanently confidential all 
information contained herein that is not already public; and (iii) use this presentation solely for the purpose set forth in the first paragraph 
above. Except where otherwise indicated herein, the information provided herein is based on matters as they exist as of the date of prepara-
tion and not as of any future date, and will not be updated or otherwise revised to reflect information that subsequently becomes available, or  
circumstances existing or changes occurring after the date of preparation. Certain information contained in this Presentation constitutes 
“forward-looking statements,” which can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “expect,” 
“anticipate,” “target,” “project,” “estimate,” “intend,” “continue” or “believe,” or the negatives thereof or other variations thereon or  
comparable terminology. Furthermore, any projections or other estimates in this Presentation, including estimates of returns or performance, are 
“forward-looking statements” and are based upon certain assumptions that may change. Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events 
or results or the actual performance of the Fund may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. 
Moreover, actual events are difficult to project and often depend upon factors that are beyond the control of Island Sky. Prospective investors in 
the Fund should not rely on these forward-looking statements in deciding whether to invest in the Fund. In addition, unless the context other-
wise requires, the words “include,” “includes,” “including” and other words of similar import are meant to be illustrative rather than restrictive. 
Certain information contained herein, e.g., concerning economic trends and performance, is based on or derived from information provided 
by independent third-party sources. Island Sky believes that the sources from which such information has been obtained are reliable. Island Sky 
cannot guarantee the accuracy of such information, however, and has not independently verified the assumptions on which such information is 
based. To the best of its knowledge, Island Sky is not aware that any such information is subject to confidentiality provisions restricting its use.  
Island Sky does not make any representation or warranty, express or implied, with respect to the fairness, correctness, accuracy, reasonableness 
or completeness of any of the information contained herein, and it expressly disclaims any responsibility or liability therefor. Island Sky reserves 
the right to modify any of the terms of the offering and the interests described herein and to revise and reissue this document. Island Sky 
has no responsibility to update any of the information provided in this document. Unless otherwise indicated, all multiples of invested capital 
(“MOICs”) and internal rates of return (“IRRs”) are presented on a “gross” basis (i.e., they do not reflect any management fees, allocable fund 
expenses, carried interest and taxes borne, or to be borne, by investors, which will reduce returns and, in the aggregate, are expected to be 
substantial). As with all real estate investments, past performance is not necessarily indicative of future returns of Island Sky or the Fund, and 
there can be no assurance that the Fund will achieve comparable results. In considering the target performance information contained herein, 
prospective investors should bear in mind that past or targeted performance is not a guarantee, projection or prediction and is not neces-
sarily indicative of future results. References herein to the Fund’s performance objectives is not intended to predict the Fund’s performance. 
Instead, these performance objectives are intended to help explain how Island Sky intends to construct the Fund’s portfolio. The ultimate returns  
realized by the Fund will depend on numerous factors and are subject to a variety of risks. Accordingly, there can be no assurance that the Fund 
will realize or achieve any performance or return objective or that the Fund will be able to implement its investment strategy. Island Sky may, 
in its sole discretion, adjust the Fund’s investment objective, strategy and guidelines at any time in light of changing market conditions. The 
Fund’s target returns are expected to be realized from the disposition of investments, operating cash flows and proceeds from borrowings, using 
leverage where Island Sky believes it is appropriate. The target returns stated herein are based on Island Sky’s belief about what returns may  
be achievable on the types of investments that Island Sky intends to pursue for the Fund in light of Island Sky’s experience with similar  
transactions. Further, the target returns stated herein are based on an assumption that economic, market and other conditions will not  
deteriorate and, in some cases, will improve. The target returns are also based on models, estimates and assumptions about performance 
 believed to be reasonable under the circumstances, but actual realized returns on the Fund’s investments will depend on, among other  
factors, the ability to consummate attractive investments, future operating results, the value of the assets and market conditions at the time of  
disposition, any related transaction costs and the timing and manner of sale, all of which may differ from the assumptions and circumstances  
on which the targeted returns are based.



People will always be drawn to the sun-soaked island life and its endless summer 
appeal. The coconut palms, white sand beaches, clear blue skies, warm iridescent 
turquoise water, and the chance to explore it all by land and boat appeal to us all. 

It’s a chance to step away from the stresses of daily life and immerse yourself in complete 
freedom and relaxation. 

We understand, and that’s why we invest here. 
 
Investments in luxury resort-style properties in coastal markets provide lucrative  
opportunities for those looking to capitalize on the high-end property market. These  
types of assets, located in exclusive locations such as exotic beachfronts and other  
upscale travel destinations offer a variety of benefits to investors. Given their high  
demand, investing in these types of projects can enhance the prestige of one’s portfolio.

Naturally, these investments are reserved for a select clientele and provide an attractive 
option for discerning investors, respected institutions, and other prominent individuals 
looking to capitalize on the luxury market.

ISLAND SKY  
LUXURY FUND I

FOCUS

COMPETENCY

MISSION

We invest in luxury resort-style real 
estate located in exclusive travel and 
vacation destinations both domestically 
and abroad.

We have the knowledge, experience,  
and resources necessary to make these  
complex investments successful and 
achieve profitable exits.

Our mission is to provide our investors 
with exceptional opportunities, superior 
returns, and unmatched service, with a 
steadfast commitment to excellence.
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The luxury travel industry is thriving, and the demand for high-end living spaces is on the 
rise. Investing in luxury resort-style properties is an excellent opportunity for businesses 
looking to capitalize on this trend, and it offers a host of advantages.
 
Firstly, these properties can generate significant rental income as affluent travelers seek 
unique and luxurious experiences. Moreover, the prestige and exclusivity of these properties 
can attract repeat renters, ensuring a steady stream of revenue over the long term.
 
Secondly, investing in luxury resort-style properties is an excellent way to diversify a business’s 
portfolio. These investments attract a high-quality buyer base and capitalize on the growing 
demand for high-end living spaces, providing a stable source of income over the long term.
 
Thirdly, businesses can differentiate themselves in the market by offering a range of  
amenities and services that cater to the evolving needs of discerning travelers. This can 
help businesses position themselves for success in the luxury travel industry and achieve 
long-term profitability.

Moreover, another benefit of investing in luxury resort-style  
developments is the potential for substantial appreciation in  
property value. These properties are typically built with high-end 
materials and finishes and located in desirable areas that are 
expected to appreciate over time. Additionally, the luxury market 
is often less affected by market fluctuations, which can provide 
a more stable investment. These properties often come with a 
range of on-site amenities such as spas, fitness centers, and  
restaurants, as well as a variety of concierge services. These 
amenities and services can add significant value to the property, 
making it more attractive to renters and buyers.
 
The COVID-19 pandemic and the shift towards remote work have 
also contributed to the increasing demand for luxury properties. 
As more people seek spacious, comfortable, and health-focused 
living spaces with private outdoor areas and access to high-end 
amenities, this type of real estate has become a highly desirable 
investment option.
 
In summary, investing in luxury resort-style properties offers significant potential for  
rental income, attracts a high-quality buyer base, and provides long-term stability to  
businesses seeking to maximize their returns in the luxury travel industry. With the 
increasing demand for spacious, comfortable, and health-focused living spaces, luxury 
resort-style properties have become a highly desirable and profitable investment option.

WHY WE INVEST  
IN THE LUXURY MARKET

Island Sky St. John
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Luxury Fund I will concentrate on luxury resort-style vacation properties. These prop-
erties will be developed or purchased and sold as fractional and whole-ownership condo-
miniums. Fractional ownership of high-end properties is a lucrative business model when 
executed effectively. The critical success factors for this business include strong marketing, 
sales, and operations management, a deep understanding of the changing market condi-
tions, a clear understanding of the target market, and a well-rounded understanding of the 
industry and competition. As stated, the presence of an expert in these areas can increase 
the chances of success for the business. 

INVESTMENT  
OBJECTIVES

PROPERTY TYPE   
The fund will target 10–30-unit, boutique resort-style properties, including hotels, apart-
ment and condominium complexes, as well as single residences located nearby. Properties 
may range from new construction, to existing operations, to those requiring updates to 
align with market trends. The ideal properties will have beach and/or island views, water-
front or access, frequent flight schedules, and convenient transportation options. Com-
mon onsite amenities will include a clubhouse, concierge, pool, fitness center, restaurant 
and bar, spa facility, yoga studio, and beach club.

MARKETS
The target area will include coastal markets in the southeastern United States and the Ca-
ribbean Territories. These are popular vacation destinations, attracting millions of visitors 
every year. These regions offer a variety of attractions, including beaches, cultural and 
historical sites, theme parks, and outdoor activities, drawing travelers from many different 
places. By investing in these markets, we expect to capitalize on the strong demand from 
tourists and locals interested in owning real estate in these areas.
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CURRENT  
PROJECTS
Island Sky currently has two projects under construction similar in terms of their size and 
type that future projects will likely follow.

St. John, US Virgin Islands
Private equity residence club condominium

10 unit/100 fractional owners
Projected Sales: $20M
IslandSkyStJohn.com

Island Sky St. John

Gated condominium community on a private 
peninsula overlooking Galveston Bay. 
32 units of whole ownership
Projected Sales: $20M
PearlOfEastMarsh.com

The Pearl of East Marsh
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As leaders in their respective fields, our industry partners are a highly distinguished group 
of experts who bring unparalleled knowledge and experience to Island Sky. With expertise 
in capital investment, legal, sales and marketing, operations management, and real estate 
development, they are instrumental in driving our success and delivering outstanding  
results. Our team is comprised of dedicated and passionate professionals who have an  
unwavering commitment to excellence and ensuring the success of each new fund.

TEAM

Island Sky Investments is a private equity firm specializing in luxury vacation and resort- 
style real estate.  We invest in ground-up development and the acquisition of existing properties 
in both the United States and foreign tropical destinations, offering a comprehensive range 
of opportunities to our clients.

These investments involve specialized skills, knowledge, and a strong team.  We are a team 
of experienced professionals who have a strong understanding of real estate and finance. 
We utilize our expertise to rigorously evaluate and pursue only the most promising  
investment opportunities.

ISLAND SKY  
INVESTMENTS

Jason Caraway
Founder and CEO

At Island Sky Investments, our core values of  
honesty, integrity, and transparency serve as the 
foundation of our decision-making process and  
guide the choices we make as a company. We are 
committed to operating with the highest ethical  
standards, and building long-lasting relationships 
based on trust with our clients and partners.
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INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY
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TERM 4 Years

COMMITMENT AMOUNT $30,000,000

ANTICIPATED INVESTOR PROFIT $19,999,872

ANTICIPATED IRR 26.24%

ANTICIPATED MULTIPLE 1.67

INVESTMENT SNAPSHOT
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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PORTFOLIO SUMMARY

INVESTOR CASH FLOW
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FUND INVESTOR RETURNS
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PROPERTY DISTRIBUTION
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islandsky.io

(866) 499-3434  info@islandsky.io
11614 Bee Caves Road Ste 250, Austin, Texas 78738


